Part I

I. Introduction


II. Equality Theory

A. Equality Theory: Liberal or “Sameness” Feminism


B. Challenges in Application


Christine Littleton, Equality and Feminist Legal Theory, 48 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 1043 (1986-
III. Difference and Care

A. Difference Theory: The “Ethic of Care”


Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice (1980). [1-4, 24-65]


B. Difference Theory: Care Work and Social Structures


IV. Dominance Feminism

A. Dominance Theory


Catharine MacKinnon, Reflections on Sex Equality Under Law, in Women’s Lives,
B. Theory in Action: Sexual Harassment


V. Complex Subjects and Categorical Legal Analysis

A. The Antiessentialist Critique: Race and Sexualized Coercion

[Monday June 14]

[Tuesday June 15]


[Wednesday June 16]


B. Feminism Theory Meets Queer Theory

[Thursday June 18, Monday June 21]


[Tuesday June 22]
Katherine Franke, *What’s Wrong with Sexual Harassment*, 49 STAN. L. REV. 691

VI. **Feminist Theories In Context**

A. **Same-Sex Marriage** [Wednesday June 23, Thursday June 24]


Paula Ettelbrick, Since When is Marriage a Path to Liberation?, Out/Look, Fall 1989, at 14-17.


In re Marriage Cases, 183 P.3d 384 (Cal. 2008).


B. **Surrogacy** [Monday June 28, Tuesday June 29]


C. Abortion: Woman-Centered Arguments Against Reproductive Choice
[Tuesday June 29, Wednesday June 30]


